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Paws for News

Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
Meet Our Managers!

Nicole:
I began working at BENCHS as an animal care technician in August 2011. After
graduating college with a degree in psychology, I had struggled to find a job that I felt
was fulfilling. When I began working at BENCHS, I knew I had found my calling. I
have been an animal lover all of my life and having the chance to work with animals
on a daily basis was like a dream come true.
In June 2013, I was promoted to shelter manager. Being a
shelter manager has allowed me a greater opportunity to
help make a difference in the lives of the animals and people
entering our doors. I have also been very fortunate to share
this wonderful opportunity with a great group of dedicated,
hard-working, and passionate people.
Working at BENCHS has been a life-changing experience for
me. I have countless memories that I will cherish forever and
new friends to share them with. I have learned many lessons
about courage, compassion, and love from both the animals
and people that I have encountered here. I feel blessed to
work in a place that I find hard to leave at the end of the day
and even harder to stop thinking about once I am home.
Abby:
I started working at BENCHS in August of 2012. Every day that I wake up to go to
work, I have been eager to get to the shelter. Passion and love for animals is what
keeps me here, not only for the satisfaction of working with the animals, but for the
adventures we encounter. I have wonderful stories to tell that are full of happy tears,
and I have fewer stories that are full of sadness, but usually the stories of sadness are
ended by the tears of joy, and this is what makes my job worth it. I have met so many
wonderful people working here and I have made many friends. The staff, board
members and volunteers at BENCHS are my shelter family, and I couldn’t ask for a
better career.
My co-worker, Nicole, is one of my best friends, and we work very well together. She
is the cat lady and I am the dog lady. We can ask each other questions, and we are
there to give each other a hug if needed.
Every day people ask me, “How can you work there, and not take everyone home or
feel sorry for the animals?” My answer is simple: someone has to be the voice for the
animals and help them when they are in a horrible situation, or when they are not
feeling well. Working here you have to have a
positive attitude and know what your goals are.
Once you have helped an animal out of a horrible
situation and have watched them walk out the
door without looking back with a wag of the tail
or a soft meow, you have succeeded at your job.
“Saving one animal won’t change the world, but
it will change the world for that one animal.”
-Anonymous
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Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
-Thank you thank you many times to Tom Bode and Heather Anderson. Heather is a new volunteer at BENCHS and she
recruited
to help us renovate the cat condos. The vinyl flooring we had installed was cracking and the risk of germs
GrTom
aziecracks
! forced us to make some changes. Tom and Heather have donated hours and hours of time and sweat
lodging in the
to the refresh of the condos. Thank you so much! We are so lucky to have friends in the community!
-Starting in November and continuing through December we hosted our latest Priceless Cats event. We found homes for
some of our long-time resident cats. The fee was waived in order to open the opportunity for them to get placed in a loving
home. Thank you to those people who took home some of our most patient cats.
-February 8 found BENCHS partnered up with our friends at the Paw once again! The Paw hosted a “Love Your Pet” event,
a play day for dogs with free pool hours and the play yards open. Vendors had lots of samples to share. BENCHS had some
of our fine baked goods for our friends, human and canine, to enjoy. It is always so much fun to see all these dogs enjoying a
party in their honor. Thanks to our friends at the Paw!
-This winter our ancient website froze up. We did not have the software that it was created with, it was that old! There was
no easy way to make any changes to it. So the board decided reluctantly to seek someone to create a new site for us. Yvonne
to the rescue! Yvonne Cariveau president of Voyageur Web came forward and offered to donate the creation of a new
website for BENCHS. We can now post events, new activities, and our adoptable cats and dogs. You can go on our site and
make donations, buy supplies for us, and soon will be able to buy tickets to BENCHS events from the site. Thank you to
Voyageur Web for the nifty new website!
-December 7 was the annual BENCHS Holiday bake sale at Pet Expo. More than $1,000 was raised on our delicious baked
goods. And then again March 15 we were calling out for our keebler friends for another bake sale at Pet Expo and that one
brought in $899. We are so lucky to have great bakers in our group and hungry shoppers at Pet Expo! Thank you to
everyone who helped make these a success.
-In April the commercial dryer, which runs constantly at the shelter, started to make so much racket we had to shut it off.
This is a crisis for us because we move so much laundry each day. Don Nelson to the rescue! He took the machine part
and determined the ailing part and ordered it. All good! Except we had to wait for the part. We sent out a message seeking
volunteers, who came pouring in to take our laundry. That type of support is exactly what keeps us all humming. We know
people really do care and we are so blessed!
-We tried a new Valentine’s Day fundraiser this year. Our friend Sue Leach was able to buy roses from a wholesaler and we
offered them for sale at the shelter. The roses were beautiful and the price was wonderful. We started with a small order this
year to test the market and we will definitely repeat this sale in 2015!
-Pasta at the Pub! Our friends at the Pub were on their game again this year! Delicious pasta, salad and garlic bread. So
many of our BENCHS friends showed up and feasted on this great food. Thank you to Pub 5oo, Deb Huettl for being ticket
chair and all our hungry friends who attended!
-Thank you to the city of Mankato. They approved our request for in-kind service. We asked to use the Caledonia Club for
our garage sale late June and the use of Land of Memories Park for the Great ArfWalk Festival in late September. Both were
approved and we are delighted to gain this cooperation from the city.
-Several stores have allowed BENCHS to place cash collection boxes in their cash register area for years. We are very
appreciative of this kind gesture. When you stop at Nicollet Vet, SuperAmerica, Casey’s, Zanz and Mongolian Grill thank
them for the support!
-For years many of you have donated your aluminum cans to BENCHS. After they are donated and we have an
accumulation they have to be transported to the recycling center. That is where the Can Can Man comes in! Rick Gaskins
and his buddy Ted Miller would stop by after lunch and start to gather these bags of cans. Thanks Ted and Rick!
-Thank you to HyVee on Riverfront. They had a promotion for their customers to purchase bags of supplies for the cats and
dogs at BENCHS. We got treats and toys and canned food that we need very much! Thanks Belinda for thinking of us!
-This year marked the fifth year we have held the Pins for Paws bowling tournament to fundraise for BENCHS. Mary Weller
and Jerry Workman have been leading this event and do a terrific job. We had 11 teams this year and raised more than
$4,000 for the shelter. A big thank you to the WOW Zone!
-This year BENCHS took an active role in the community event Kiwanis Holiday Lights. We decorated a tree, helped set
up and take down the event, worked some of the evening shifts and walked the parade. BENCHS was represented well and
many more people were made aware of our program. Thank you to the Kiwanis Club and all of our dedicated volunteers!
-Within the past year we hosted TWO garage sales – one in October 2013 and one in June 2014. Our sincere thanks to each
and every volunteer who helped make the sale possible, and all the people who donated to the sale.
-Our annual Plant and Bake sale was held May 17 at the shelter and, as always, was a fantastic fundraiser. Thank you to
those who donated plants and baked goods, those who bought our plants and baked goods, and the many volunteers who
made the event
- Once again BENCHS was at the North Mankato ArtSplash. This arts & crafts fair on the lawn of North Mankato City
hall draws many people to North Mankato and is an incredible opportunity for us to raise awareness about our program.
BENCHS is so grateful to the North Mankato Library and they organizers of this event.
-Many, many thanks to everyone who contributed to our newsletter, especially our editor, Mark Drake.
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Goodbye Brutus

Some years ago when we were still at the old shelter building a dog was
surrendered to us: a beautiful 5-year-old French mastiff. These dogs are not
abundant and the family spent a lot of money buying him from a breeder. Brutus
was huge and looked fabulous. Truly, we were excited to get such a rare dog.
Very soon we realized we got the dog: the family was not interested in his
complicated health challenges. A veterinary exam revealed that Brutus had
congenital hips defects on both sides and both of his knees were bad, too. He could
not climb the stairs at the shelter without massive amounts of pain medication and
we could not get him in or out of the building.
Fortunately for Brutus, the love of his life arrived. Heidi Tibbets offered to take
him for a walk and maybe he could stay the night. This turned into a long foster for
Brutus. We thought it would be short term until we could figure out how to care
for him. We soon realized that none of the joint problems were repairable; they
were just too extensive. In addition, he had very sensitive skin, which broke out
from the various medications we tried to use to keep him comfortable.
Heidi cared for this big lug like a wonderful child. He was bathed routinely, walked gently, fed by hand and
got his meds on schedule. He was a happy, silly dog. He had such a strong will to live in spite of any pain he
had. He was always so positive, which is a lesson we can all learn from him.
Large breed dogs do not have great longevity and Brutus had to be medicated continuously just to keep him
mobile. This winter his body had had enough and he became very ill very fast. Brutus was transported to
Nicollet Vet Clinic, where he was put to sleep in the arms of his family who loved him dearly.

Happy Tails: Watson

BENCHS is a partner of a coalition called Minnesota Partnership for Animal
Welfare. We share training and resources, and we also help place dogs and cats
from Minnesota shelters. We get emails with photos and bios about animals
struggling in their current locations. When we have space, we choose dogs and
cats that we think we can help. Watson was one of these dogs.
Watson was at a large open admission program and he had not responded to a
behavior modification program. He was terrified. He was huddled in his
kennel and did not respond to attempts to socialize him. Upon arrival at
BENCHS he showed the depths of his terror. He absolutely refused to get out of
the car in which he was transported. All the coaxing and sweet talking did
nothing. Bribes of treats did not alter his panic. Our manager, Abby, scooped him
up and carried him into the office.
Watson was going to get “office therapy.” He would live in the office with the activity of the managers, instead
of a kennel. He immediately crawled under a desk and shook with fear. After two hours, he had thawed out a
bit and would come to Abby to take a treat from her hand: a great start. By the end of day two, he would climb
into the managers’ laps when they were working. Throughout the day, he showed signs of coming around but
was still very wary of new people.
Since he is a very handsome dog, many people were eager to meet him. He did not share their enthusiasm
until one day a young couple came in looking for a smaller dog. To everyone’s shock, he walked up to these
new people and ate treats from their hands. The same couple came several days in a row to spend time with
him. Clearly, this was going to work.Watson is now with his forever family and it makes everyone feel so good
to know that he is doing so well. He is especially pleased to see Abby. He jumps in her arms and kisses her, as
though to say, “Thank you for saving me!”
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Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
Meet Our Treasurer!

I’m Kathy Mork, the new treasurer for
BENCHS. On a beautiful October day, I
received a phone call from Suzy Kroon,
asking for a favor. Mary Gaskins, the
long-time treasurer for BENCHS, was
stepping down, and they were in need of
a new treasurer and someone to do the
shelter’s bookkeeping. I’d been retired for
about four years, and had recently stepped down as treasurer for another
nonprofit organization. I was looking for a fresh opportunity to use my
experience with nonprofits and accounting on a part time basis. My
husband and I had been off and on volunteers at BENCHS for a number
of years. We knew it was an organization that provides an important
service to the Mankato area and that this was a great fit for an
opportunity to share my skills. So, here I am!
We’ve lived in Mankato for more than 30 years, raised our two children
and several dogs here, and feel that this is our “forever” home. I spent
most of my career in the accounting field and have served on various
nonprofit boards. With that background, I walked into the shelter with a
pretty good idea of what I thought my responsibilities would be. Was I in
for a surprise! This place is hopping (literally) all the time. And the board
of directors has given me a new definition of a “working” board! Coming
from the arts world, I had no idea what it took to run an animal shelter!
It’s been a challenge to walk into a position that belonged to a very
dedicated volunteer. As the person responsible for making sure bills are
paid and money gets to the bank, the treasurer position requires you to
jump in with both feet. I’ve been very fortunate to have Mary helping me
learn the ropes and answering lots and lots of questions. I’m
enjoying what I do, working with staff and volunteers who truly believe in
the importance of BENCHS and being surrounded by awesome animals.
There’s a saying that goes something like, “If you love what you do, you
will never work a day in your life.” I’m finally there!

Boening Bros.
Last fall the BENCHS board was
contacted by the Boening Bros.
They own a construction service
business in Mapleton and they
had an idea. They were willing to
pay to have a “banner”
painted on their huge dump
trucks that featured the shelter.
We got ideas going, talked to
their designer and then got some
samples. We used our tagline “A
buddy for everybody” and added
four photos: one dog, one cat, one
pup and one kitten. The bright
green of the background really
pops out when they drive by!
How generous and really
thoughtful of them to put our
babies and our mission right on
their trucks! Watch for them on
the road.
Thank you so much for this!!!

Super Kids!

In the summer months, we see
some young people doing some
work for BENCHS: young entrepreneurs are setting up lemonade
stands and toy sales and doing
yard work and then donating their
proceeds to the care of the animals
at BENCHS!
Olivia Whitmore made blankets
for the cats and dogs at the
shelter. Good for Olivia, our
furry friends need lots and lots
of warm blankets.

Kwik Trip Gas Cards
BENCHS has paired with Kwik Trip to sell gift cards that can be used for gas, groceries or other store
purchases. The best part is that 10 percent of the sale of the card goes directly to the shelter. You may purchase
the cards in $20, $50 or $100 denominations. Gas cards can be purchased at the Riverside Regional Pet
Shelter anytime the doors are open - during adoptions hours and during dog walking hours. Stop in and pick
up your cards today. Remember, each purchase helps our animals!!
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Our Commitment

As a no kill shelter, BENCHS makes a commitment to each animal we take into
our facility. How far do we take that commitment? We will share an example.
In March 2013, a cat was dropped at a farm. He had long black and white hair
and was very sick. The winter had sapped his immune system, and he was
coughing and sneezing and really struggling. He was also quite timid. There is
something different about his eyes, and we were not sure what he is able to see.
The staff named him Clayton.
Months of treatment were required to bring him to health. Eventually, he was off
medications and starting to look healthier. He was still very shy and frequently
hid in his crate. In May, he was ready to come out to the adoption floor in hopes
that the activity would help thaw him out.
Surprisingly, in late June, a family came and chose Clayton to adopt. They were
cautioned that he would need a very long time to warm up and feel comfortable in their home. It might be
months of patience would be required. They live in Waseca and took Clayton home.
After 11 days, the family called and said they were returning Clayton. He would not come out from under
the bed. In the process of carrying him to the car to return to BENCHS, Clayton, who was not in a carrier,
jumped and ran. He is a timid cat, with limited vision in a city that was all new to him. The family called
BENCHS to let us know that the cat had escaped, and they did not know where he was.
Volunteers drove to Waseca immediately and started searching the area. Crawling through shrubs, under
decks and through a wetland, volunteers reported a sighting of Clayton. After nine hours of searching at
sunset, they went home. The next day the search resumed, and continued for many days.
Clayton had been spotted in a cul-de-sac neighborhood. Live traps were set and more searching continued.
A feeding station was established in hopes of keeping him alive. The Waseca County Area Humane Society’s
Angie was actively involved in maintaining the feeding station.
Months went by. A new flier was printed, and Angie took it around a large area. In November, a driver from
Clemons bus garage called me to say that the cat we were looking for was sitting on a car looking at him.
Another driver also called to confirm that it was definitely the cat in the photo.
A very fast drive to Waseca commenced, and there was Clayton! He was now sitting under a school bus
staring at us. Many, many attempts to lure him in were made at this location, and it was early January when
we were finally successful.
He had a massive ear infection, tape worms and asthma. At last, Clayton was going home to be fostered
with a volunteer who had spent a lot of time looking for him.
Miles and miles had been covered and so many hours invested to bring him back. People say, “Why did you
bother? It was just one cat.” The answer is that it was a BENCHS cat and when we make a commitment to
an animal, we take it very seriously. He is now named Leo and is blissfully happy in his new home.

Volunteer Opportunities!
-Fundraising events
-Adopt a Condo
-Dog walk crew; one day per week commitment
-Shoveling snow in the outdoor kennels & walking path
-Data entry and office related work
-Carpentry work

-Front desk volunteers during dog walking
-Front desk volunteers during adoption hours
-Cleaning Apollo room & reception area
-Dog walking on holidays
-Working in the gardens
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Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
Consider being a foster
We playfully refer to spring as “kitten season.” New arrivals at RRPS
include orphaned babies who need to be bottle fed, young kittens that
need some time with people to learn about being a pet, and pregnant
mamas that want peace and quiet to have their babies. These darling
furry bundles all have one common need: they will
thrive and grow
better in a home than in a shelter. We can provide
the food and medical care they need, but a home
environment is much better suited for the
development of sweet pets.
If you would consider taking home one of the litters
of kittens or momma cats that arrive, please let us
know.
Email the managers at rrps@hickorytech.net. We
can supply the food, bedding and other equipment
you will need. They will come to the
shelter for weigh-ins, vaccinations and when they are ready to be
adopted.
Please consider volunteering and making a difference as a foster to
kittens and cats.

President’s Message
People frequently ask me what my
favorite part of being BENCHS
president is. In the past, I would
have quickly said that my favorite
thing is meeting the new dogs and
cats and seeing them go home. I
still love that part of my
experience but my favorite has
changed recently.

Aluminum Cans
Keep recycling those
aluminum cans for the shelter!
We earned more than
$1,500 from cans in 2012.
Remember, aluminum cans only,
placed in a plastic garbage bag
and closed securely. Cans can be
dropped off in the parking lot at
the shelter.

How did we do in 2013?
BENCHS sent home:
172 adult dogs
57 puppies
Total canines=229
251 Adult cats
231 Kittens
Total felines=482
1 Sugarglider
Grand total 712!
We could not do this without
your support!

I became aware of it in February
when I was watching the
bowling tournament Pins for
Paws. The people who chair this
event, Mary Weller and Jerry Wegman, have been working with the
shelter for years, starting back with the capital campaign. They were hustling around greeting friends who
were joining the teams. Some of the bowlers were people who attend the event each year and raise money for
it. One team is made up of BENCHS members. One team was from Pet Expo, a great source of support for
BENCHS. And then there were the BENCHS staff teams, two teams of enthusiastic people who spend a lot of
time doing grunt work at the shelter and loving the animals.
This mix of people created such a rich tapestry that I was absolutely inspired by the moment. This is my
favorite part of being involved with BENCHS- seeing the various roles people play and how this mix meshes
into a vibrant and forward-moving pet shelter. We know 2014 holds some serious challenges for us and I
have every confidence we will come through them better than ever.
How could it be any different? We have great, great people working with the cats and dogs, both paid and
volunteer; a cohesive and focused board making decisions; and a community that supports and lifts us up.
This is my new favorite thing: seeing the rich flow of dedicated people.
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Adopt A Condo

Since its beginning last year, BENCHS’ Adopt a Condo volunteer project has been an impressive success.
Each of the 13 cat condos at the shelter has at least one volunteer-adopter, and the lucky cats in some condos
have two or three adopters. There are currently almost two dozen Condo Club volunteers who come weekly to
give care and attention to their group of cats.
Some of these special people have been with the project since the
beginning. They celebrate when a cat finds its forever home through
adoption, and they welcome newcomers into the condo with special
attention. Several of the volunteers have actually adopted one of the cats
from their condo, and nearly every volunteer says, “I’d take them all home
if I could.” That is the kind of devotion that is demonstrated toward the cats
every day.
Here is a scenario from this particular morning at the shelter: Condo
volunteer Joe is straightening up condo 10 under close supervision of all
four cats. Anthony, a part-Siamese with bright blue, slightly crossed eyes,
is decidedly asking for Joe’s full attention and wanting to be petted. When Joe is finished with the
“housekeeping” tasks, the cats will cluster around him and jostle for closest position. Purring definitely will
be heard. In condo 5, volunteer Laura is sitting on the floor with little black Tatum in her lap, and he is giving
back as much affection as he receives. Meanwhile, Laura is gently coaxing sweet, shy Shelby to come out of
hiding and share some of the attention.
If this kind of opportunity appeals to you, and you have an hour a week to give to the cats, please consider
joining our Adopt a Condo Club. Mornings between 8:00-10:30 are the best times to come, and all 7 days of
the week are open for condo adopters. We are asking for a commitment of at least six weeks, and of course,
we are delighted when volunteers stay beyond six weeks. For more information or to get started with the
Condo Club, please contact Rae at raepeterson00@gmail.com. A 30-minute meeting at the shelter can be
arranged to choose your condo, meet the cats, and get oriented to the tasks to freshen up the condo. My
personal wish is that the Condo Club grows large enough that each condo has an adopter for every day of the
week. The cats would love it!

Thank You, Mary Gaskins!
This year was the end of the many years which Mary Gaskins served as our treasurer, chief financial
reviewer and overall money task person. Mary has a background in bookkeeping and was comfortable in the
world of numbers.
Since these numbers all had a direct impact on the cats and dogs at the shelter, her volunteer work for
BENCHS was even more inspiring for Mary. She served on the board for years and also is one of our best
fosters for kittens: her foster litters are legendary for cuddly chubby babies.
Unless you are deeply involved in the shelter, it is difficult to understand the detail and scope of the
treasurer’s position and the infinite intricacies of the role.
We have a new treasurer, but we did not replace Mary. Some things are not replaceable! Thank you, Mary,
for all the years, all your work and help. You steered us through the capital campaign to the new building
and generously assisted us in the completion. You are a wonderful chapter in the history of BENCHS.
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Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
Adoption Success: Cupid
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Sponsor a Pet

If you’ve fallen in love with a cat
or dog at the shelter but adoption
isn’t an option, please consider
sponsoring them.
For your donation of $30,
you will receive a photo of
your favorite shelter animal, a
certificate of appreciation
and the knowledge that you have
helped the pet
who stole your heart!
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Give to the Max Day
Give to the Max Day is a fundraiser that the shelter participated in last
November. It is an online giving day for nonprofits and schools,
organized and hosted by GiveMN and Razoo. It is free for nonprofits to
create their own page on the GiveMN site, which not only makes it easy
for people to donate, but also allows nonprofits to win extra monetary
prizes during Give to the Max Day. This year was the first year that
BENCHS participated and we raised $2,600 in just in one day.
Thursday, Nov. 13, will be the next Give to the Max Day. Mark your
calendars!
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Dog walkers are always needed to
take the dogs out for fresh air and
exercise. Throw on a pair of
athletic shoes and stop by the
shelter! Not only are you helping
the dogs, you’re also getting
exercise and, if you bring some
family or friends, spending some
quality time with loved ones!

Monday, Wednesday, Sunday
3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Are you an early bird? Sign up for
one of our morning shifts!
We need walkers daily from
7:45 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.

SUMMER 2014
Give Them Time

Pip is a little female cat that came into our shelter as an urgent surrender. She had been found and brought
to us by a good Samaritan, along with another cat that had been fatally injured by a vehicle. Upon intake Pip
was given a Feline Leukemia test, which is standard protocol at BENCHS. Her results came back positive.
We ran another test on her, and again, the results showed that Pip was positive.
Feline Leukemia is a transmittable disease among cats that can be lethal if it is not overcome by the immune
system. Many animal shelters do not routinely test for FelV and when it is discovered that a cat is FelV
positive, they are often euthanized immediately.
Since Pip was still young, there was a chance that her body could fight off the virus. It was also possible that
she had had two false positive tests. We decided that we wanted to give Pip some time, so we chose to send
her to a foster home.
She spent three months in foster where she was given a regimen of daily supplements to help keep her
healthy and strong. She was also free to run, play, and socialize with some other FelV positive cats that were
being fostered there. While in her temporary home, Pip brought a lot of joy and laughter to her foster family.
After three months in foster, Pip was brought back to the shelter to be re-tested for FelV. This time, Pip
tested negative!! It was such a great feeling to know that Pip could finally go up for adoption and lead a full
life just like any other normal healthy cat.
Within one week of testing negative for leukemia, a family came in to the shelter and fell in love with Pip. She
went to her forever home at the end of March. It is very heartwarming to know that we gave Pip a wonderful
future just by giving her a little time.

Warehouse Kittens
When we were trying to secure the warehouse for last fall’s garage sale we met with the owner at the
warehouse. He wanted us to tour the facility with him to make sure it would work out for our purposes. We
were trying very hard to be attentive to this elderly gentleman, but the truth is we were so distracted.
No matter where we went in this 4-acre warehouse, we could hear a kitten crying. We told the man we had
to look for the kitten. We followed the sound and narrowed down the area. The man said to us, “Do you want
a kitten that bad?” We said, “We are from the Humane Society,” and he said, “Yeah?” He just did not understand why we were wasting so much time looking for a kitten. After all, there are plenty!
We located the source of the commotion in a floor drain. This drain was heavy enough for semi parking. We
could see the little kitten but not reach him. By lifting up one panel, which might weigh 200 pounds, we could
access the drain area but not reach the kitten. While one of us held this up, the other dashed to the shelter
and got help and some supplies. Reinforcements arrived and a great amount of exertion was used and the
kitten was rescued. He was taken to the shelter for fluids and food.
When we returned the next day there was another meow! Another search took place and this time a kitten
was trapped in a crawl space in a wall that had to be torn open. We set a live trap in hopes of catching
momma cat.
The following day momma was found and another kitten in the crawl space. Six days later another kitten was
found. Lots of junk had to be dug through in order to find the kitten, but it was another successful rescue.
We wondered on occasion why we had to be in this cold, dirty warehouse this year for our sale. Obviously
we needed to be there to save those kittens and momma, because they would not have survived without our
intervention.
The universe works in mysterious ways.
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Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
Burlington: Mankato’s Small Miracle
On Aug. 2, 2013, a 5-week-old kitten was found by animal control. She was
severely injured after a train crushed her front paw. Somebody on the train tracks
noticed this kitten was hit and called 911. A community service officer called my
daughter, who is also a CSO, and they both rushed to Minnesota Valley Pet Hospital.
The CSO had another call he had to take so my daughter, Terri, stayed with the
kitten through her excruciating visit. At only three-quarters of a pound, it was
doubtful that “Burlington” would make it through the night. Terri made some calls
to the shelter, and BENCHS agreed to take over Burlington’s medical treatments
and care if she survived the night. Terri decided she wanted to take Burlington home
and foster her. When I first met her, I saw the tiniest kitten wearing a pink cast that
covered her whole foot. Obviously, we couldn’t say no to that, so she joined our pack
of adopted animals.
Our whole family participated in syringe feeding Burlington, trying to get her to gain
weight, so she could eventually endure an amputation. In the beginning, she refused
milk replacer but ate wet food really aggressively. She even growled and guarded her food dish! She needed
her arm wrapped and treated with topical ointments every other day.
It took about three people to change her bandages, so sometimes my daughter would bring Burley to work
with her at the shelter. Bits and pieces of her flesh came off with every bandage change. Then after the
bandage would be changed, she would chew on it, so sometimes it was very time consuming. To correct
Burley’s nasty habit, Terri designed what she called “sock sweaters” for Burley. Her bandaged arm was
wrapped around her side and a hole was made for her “good arm,” so she was walking on three legs for the
next couple months to practice being an amputee.
However, Burley ended up getting pretty sick of wearing fashionable sock sweaters and her “nub” started
growing hair. With approval from the Nicollet vet, we started letting her use both arms to walk. The look of it
was strange though, because she didn’t actually have a paw. So she was leaning on the paw while
standing, but would hold it up for the most part while running. She grew and grew until there was only
about an inch of her arm that wasn’t touching the ground. This ultimately affected her spine so much that
she needed regular visits to the chiropractor until she reached the five-pound mark and was old enough to
have the surgery. Leaving the leg would lead to a possible infection of the wrist later in life.
In September 2013, Burlington’s survival story was highlighted by KEYC-TV and donations were accepted by
BENCHS for her surgery. The Mankato community rallied on behalf of this tiny feisty kitten, with one little
girl even donating $5 from her piggy bank. On Jan. 6, Burlington had her entire arm amputated and she was
spayed. After a couple of drugged out and angry weeks, Burlington has made a complete recovery and gets
around on three legs perfectly.
She still growls when eating, greets us at the door, begs at the dinner table and climbs up a carpet pole in the
basement effortlessly. We are pleased to announce that on Feb. 20, 2014, Burlington’s foster home became
her forever home. She joins Jay, a weimerainer, Chloe, a small black cat, and Mario, an orange tabby tomcat.
All were adopted from BENCHS within the past six years. We would like to thank all involved in Burley’s
rescue, fundraising, donations and care. Special thanks to Minnesota Valley Pet Hospital, BENCHS staff,
the Nicollet vet team and Rising Sun Chiropractic in St. Peter. Burley has been an inspiration to us and
makes us laugh every day.
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SUMMER 2014
Donations Honoring the
Friends of BENCHS

We have had several donations honoring
individuals for an event that is
significant to the donor & honoree.
This is a great new idea and we are pleased to
accept these gifts in honor of our friends.

Bill & Judy Atkinson
Georgene Brock
Paul Durenberger
Donna Winter Ewert
Ron Goodrich
Hoehn/Goldberg Wedding
David & Linda Johnson
Marge Johnson
Pam Leinberger

Donations Made in
Memory of Loved Ones
Bill Altnow
Henry Nowacki
Devina Anderson Cleo Pongratz
Dennis Barron
Robert Pulis
Mike Regan
Myrtle Bateman
Margee Bengston Harlan Runge
Virginia Shouts
Nadine Borresen
Clarence Smith
Carol Boyer
Carol Stallkamp
Richard Bremer
Catherine Brown Rachel Stori
Tom Strawn
Michael Clark
Carol Supalla
Ben Decker
Harvey Edelstein Louis Urrutia
Armin Waknitz
Joe Fennie
Charlene Wallace
Anne Fischer
Lester Weller
Lola Freundl
Donna Williams
Jim Friedrichs
Dean Wood
David Graham
Denny Yetter
Donald Hoffman
Erik Holmgren
Jeni Johnson
Dr Gene Kind
Doug Lembke
Joseph Leonard
Kerry Lidstrom
Dean Lowe
Jim Martell
Mick & Lorraine McGuire
Martha
Monsson
David Noren
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Donations Made in
Memory of Departed Pets

Bo Ahl
Ginger Almendinger
Rosie Anderson
Buck Bauer
Megan Beitel
Baylee Berberick
Belle Berner
Ellie Boettcher
Stubby Brandt
DerDer Brandt
Emily Brennan
Sammy Dahlvang
Buddy Eichten
Gunner Ellanson
Skittles Fast
Gordon Fischer
Buddy Fitzner
Jadzia Gaalswyk
Molly Gardner
Jack Gerlach
Kina Gerlach
Riot Goertzen
Shade Good
Captain Jenks Griebel
Cole Grochow
Chloe Haefner
Tupelo Heise
Ali Hiemstra
Asia Hiemstra
Itsy Bits Hiemstra
Bobby Hiemstra
“Dog” Hoelmer
Rowdy Huber-Stogdill
Charlie Hunt
Foxy Ikier-Attenberger
Toby Isebrand
Mattie Jones
Jerry Jones
Boots Jones
Ranger Kellogg
Bailey King

Casey Klemme
Dobrko Kunath
Mike Landkamer
Kate Landkamer
Abbie Lewis
Angel Lewis
Spooky Lisle
Simba Lisle
Annie Lund
Gus Meier
Mike Mickelson
Ginger Moliter
Meanie Morse
Reuben Morse
Max Mueller
Whitie Olinger
Chaser Oliver
Brandy Palmquist
Raz Peterson
Sadie Rasmussen
Roxy Reichel
Charlie Robbins
Megan Rovney
Elle Schindle
Montesa Skarpohl
Ivan Spencer
Rocky Steffen
Sneakers Steffen
Jigs Thielges
J C Thiewes
Odyssey Tietel
Frodo Townsend
Avery Uecker
Scamper Walker
Tinkerbell Walker
Stripey Ward
Kirby Wear
Booker Wegman
Clayton Wherley
Bones Williams

Blue Earth Nicollet County Humane Society
1250 North River Drive
Mankato, Minnesota 56001
Phone: (507) 625-6373
E-mail: rrps@hickorytech.net
Web site: www.benchs.org
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
Your last membership renewal

We Need Your Help!

We need the help of caring and compassionate individuals like YOU! BENCHS is a grass
roots effort that does not receive any government funding. The daily operating costs of the
shelter are funded by community donations, memberships, grants and fundraisers.
For only $35 for an individual/family or $100 for a business, YOU could become a member
of BENCHS and help us take care of the homeless animals in our region. Your membership
donation will goes toward the BENCHS general operating fund, which pays for cat and dog
food, toys, collars and kitty litter. That money is also used to pay our marvelous staff and our
veterinary bills.
BENCHS accepts surrendered pets from families in the region; strays come to BENCHS
from the Mankato Animal Impound and the Blue Earth County Impound. Every month about
50 animals are brought to the shelter. BENCHS is a no-kill shelter, and treats and cares for all
animals until they are adopted.

This is our last paper newsletter! Moving forward we’ll be using an e-newsletter, which will be more current
and up to date. You will get a letter about the new e-newsletter and how to insure you get a copy.
We will make sure those of you who do not have email access still receive our newsletters.
Thank you to Julie Kroon who edited and laid out many, many editions of the Paws for News.

